




















PREFACE
,-
)

This issue of Pickle Pak Science contains a collection of six papers describing our efforts over the

past five years to develop a procedure for producing process-ready, brined cucumbers and other

vegetables using bag-in-box technology. The technology has the potential to benefit both farmers

(market hedge, value enhancement) and processors (higher and more uniform quality, waste

elimination) of brined vegetables.

The first paper describes the pilot system used to preserve process-ready, brined cucumbers. By

process-ready we mean the use of a sufficiently low concentration of salt to preserve the cucumbers,

but not so high as to generate wastes created when excess salt must be washed from the brine-stock

before their manufacture into finished products. The cucumbers are removed from the brine, briefly

washed to remove bacterial cells, and incorporated into finished products. The brine is filtered and

used as an acidulant for fresh-pack and other products. The paper on brine membrane filtration (#4)

and the one on sensory quality of pickles using this brine (#5) explain how this new technology can

be applied by the pickle industry

The paper on predicting equilibrium temperatures of blanchedlbrined cucumbers (#2) can be

useful in several heat transfer applications to the pickle industry, in addition to optimizing the

conditions for bag-in-box technology. Conditions affecting storage stability of bag-in-box brine-

srock are given in paper #3. The use of preservatives to preserve brined vegetables without

fermentation is given in paper #6.

Thus, this collection of papers is intended as an introduction to a potential new era for the

preservation of brined vegetables. The technology for this new era will require a careful cost analysis

to determine if the savings in waste elimination, improved product quality/uniformity, and greater

security from contamination are sufficient to offset the expenses involved in implementing the ?ew

technology.

In addition to the above six papers, two other papers are included in this issue. One relates to the

use of hydrochloric acid to acidify brines in traditional, commercial bulk tanks of cucumbers to an

optimum pH of 3.5 for microbial and textural stability. The other paper relates to the use of an air-

lift pump to move brine-stock pickles in a commercial operation.
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